110
There has been limited recognition of the potential of IMS-MS analysis for 'rule-of-5' type small- 
113
MS for small molecule applications seems most likely to be due to perceived poor resolution, 114 strengths in competing chromatographic techniques and weaknesses in the robustness of IMS 115 regarding a poor linear range (Turner and Brokenshire, 1994) , "memory effects" from contamination 116 (Gehrke, 2001 ) and interference from matrices.
118
In contrast IMS-MS has been applied to biomolecules including peptides ( 
148
of all neutral species whilst ensuring transmission of ions to the MS stages to maintain sensitivity.
149
Traditionally DT-IMS-MS sensitivity has been estimated to be inversely proportional to the IMS 150 resolving power squared; ion losses at the IMS exit aperture ranging from 99 to 99.9% (Tang et al., 
151
2005) and ion introduction losses being between 99.6 to 99.9% (Belov et al., 2008) . The desire to 152 increase the gas pressure in the DT-IMS cell to increase resolution must therefore be balanced with 153 the possibility that it may well reduce ion transmission by requiring a reduction of the aperture size in 154 the interface from IMS to MS. The different pressure regimes in IMS systems are described in Table 1 .
156
For DT-IMS-MS the drift gas pressure must be increased proportionally to electric field strength in 157 order to maintain a low E/N ratio (<2 x 10 -17 Vcm 2 ), required to obtain field-independent mobilities for 158 which the simplified Mason-Schamp equation (Mason and McDaniel, 1988) holds: 159 160 161
(1)
163 164
Where K is the ion mobility, q is the ionic charge, N is the buffer gas density,  is the reduced mass 165 of the buffer gas and the ion, k is the Boltzman constant, T is the temperature and Ω is the collision 166 cross-section (CCS).
168
For Travelling Wave Ion Mobility-MS (TWIMS-MS) the gas pressure must also be increased
169
proportionally to the electric field, such that: where K is the ion mobility, N is the buffer gas density, o N is the Loschmidt number (the value of N 176 at standard temperature ( o T = 273K) and pressure ( P = 1 Atm) and K o is the reduced ion mobility. 177 178 
190
There is some uncertainty in the identification of the ions in their transmission through the IM cell and 
223
2) an IMS cell, where charged particles migrate under the influence of an electric field.
224
3) a mass analyzer, typically a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer which is designed to 225 allow a fast acquisition rate and large mass detection range. 
250
DT-IMS suffers from an inherent lack of sensitivity, due to a pulsed analysis (where ions are 
256
In linear DT-IMS, illustrated in FIGURE 3, the sample is introduced to an ionisation region 
272
The total ion signal is detected and plotted with respect to time to form an ion mobility 
278
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295
This triple-quadrupole energy loss method was further developed to utilise segmented collision cell 296 rods separated by small 1 mm gaps that enabled a radio-frequency only quadrupole drift cell to be 297 used to reduce ion losses due to diffusion and enable mass selection before or after the drift cell, and 298 a DC gradient that moved the ions in an axial direction (see Figure 6 , Javahery & Thomson, 1997).
299
Unfortunately this configuration was outside the typical low-field IMS range and may have resulted in 300 field-heating of ions. This configuration was later improved to possess an increased gas pressure and
301
lower field concentration that resulted in minimal internal excitation of the ions (Guo et al. 2004 K is the reduced ion mobility, E is the field intensity and N is the buffer gas number 321 density. However, under a typical FAIMS electric field the mobility can be approximated by 322 using the first two factors as the importance of the sixth order and higher are insignificant (the 323 fourth order is two orders of magnitude smaller than second order, and the second order is 324 three to five orders of magnitude smaller than one (see Shvartsburg et al., 2004) .
326
The basic principle of operation is that ions are introduced to a region with electrodes and a 327 stream of gas acts as a transport medium. An asymmetric waveform is passed across the 328 electrodes, which consists of a high potential electric field for a short time followed by a low 
349
The use of compensation voltage optimisation to select an analyte ion can result in a clear difference 
357
Currently the factors determining the separation mechanism in FAIMS or DMS and factors 
381
homogeneous electric fields which enables the use of transport gas modifiers without 382 resolution losses whereas curved geometries tend to create inhomogeneous fields which lead 383 to a loss in resolution when using transport gas modifiers. However, curved geometries have 384 been shown to provide some degree of ion focusing at atmospheric pressure resulting in 385 higher sensitivity (Guevremont & Purves, 1999; Krylov, 1999) . Planar line-of-sight analyzers 386 enjoy the convenience of transmitting all ions when the RF voltages are turned off, so that 387 operation without mobility separation can be achieved simply by turning off the fields. Curved 388 geometry/non line-of-sight FAIMS require the device to be removed for operation without 389 mobility separation. A wider analysis of the differences between alternative geometries was 390 described by Krylov (2003) .
392
A comprehensive review discussed the applications of FAIMS for drinking water analysis,
393
pharmaceutical metabolite identification and separation of isomers and isobaric peaks 394 (Kolakowski and Mester, 2007) . In addition a detailed account of the fundamentals of DMS
395
and FAIMS has been written by Shvartsburg (Shvartsburg, 2010) .
397 (iii)
Travelling wave ion mobility spectrometry (TWIMS) is a novel method whereby ions are 398 separated according to their mobility in a series of voltage pulses in a travelling wave (T-wave)
399
mobility cell utilising RF ion guides (Gerlich, 1993 
411
In travelling wave ion mobility spectrometry a transient DC voltage pulse is applied in order to 
465
CIEMAT (Madrid) and RAMEM (Madrid).
467
Comparison of key benefits and challenges of IMS-MS methods
468
There is currently a wealth of IMS-MS systems available both commercially and being used and 469 developed in academic institutions.
471
DT-IMS-MS has been most widely used in academic institutions and provided some of the highest 472 resolving powers. An advantage of DT-IMS-MS is that the ion mobility can be determined 473 experimentally and collision cross section determined without requiring calibration. A key challenge is
474
that the pulsed analysis leads to an inherent loss of duty cycle and hence reduction in sensitivity.
476
An advantage of both DMS-MS and FAIMS-MS is that it operates as a continuous device when the 477 compensation voltage is selected so does not have the 'lossy' sampling issues of DT-IMS and TWIMS.
478
The separation appears to be orthogonal to m/z and sometimes size so that separations may be 479 uniquely tuned to select a chosen analyte and thus be used as a powerful separation technique. A 480 key challenge is that it has proven difficult to definitively assign structural properties and changes to
481
DMS measurements as several factors appear to contribute to the clustering/declustering mechanism 482 and analyte drift times thus it appears to be best utilized as a separation device.
484
An advantage of TWIMS-MS is that it is commercially supported and that the ion mobility can be 485 determined experimentally and collision cross-section determined with suitable calibration. Whilst the resolution obtained in TWIMS is typically lower than dedicated DT-IMS-MS and some FAIMS/DMS 487 the software to interpret and process the complex data is well supported.
489
Advantages of DMA-MS include operation in the low electric field regime that typically means less parameters affecting a useful separation are 1) the resolving power and 2) the selectivity.
501
Resolution and peak capacity in IMS
502
The combination of ion mobility and mass spectrometry in IMS-MS offers a technique that is able to 503 distinguish components based on their size to charge ratio (Ω/z for IMS) and mass to charge ratio
504
(m/z for MS), thereby enabling orthogonal specificity. Even with expensive high-resolution mass 505 spectrometer systems affording m/∆m 50% resolution of over 400,000 it is still analytically challenging to 506 differentiate between isomeric components and often complex MS n experiments are required to 507 achieve selectivity for unambiguous assignment. Ion mobility can provide extra resolving power,
508
however IMS used alone is currently unable to unambiguously identify an unknown molecular 509 component without a priori knowledge of the measured drift time.
511
It is possible to measure the resolving power of ion mobility using a single quotient definition (Siems 
524
The number of theoretical plates is a mathematical concept, relevant in any chromatographic 525 technique, which is often used to describe column efficiency and is an indirect measure of the peak 526 width for a peak at a specific retention time:
527 528 where N = number of plates, t R = retention time and W h = peak width at half height (in units of time).
533
The number of theoretical plates is typically used to compare chromatographic systems and the data 534 in Table 2 compares various types of IMS with typical traditional chromatographic techniques. 
536
556
In an ideal situation the peak capacity of a two-dimensional method is the product of the first and 
565
Therefore the corrected peak capacity, P c , in IMS-MS can theoretically be estimated (Dwivedi et al., 
578
±14% orthogonality, the estimated peak capacity, P c , for the instrument is 90 x 1500 x 14% = 18,900.
579
The relatively low MS resolution of 1500 (peak width is 0.27 Da at an average mass value of 404 m/z) 
583
Reverse phase chromatographic columns are routinely used to separate small molecules and the 584 peak capacity for gradient elution high performance liquid chromatography was found to be typically 
600
Modifying selectivity in IMS
601
The selectivity of ion mobility can be modified by increasing the electric field in DT-IMS (Wu et al., 
612
The use of covalent shift reagents (Fenn and McLean, 2008) , as shown in Figure 13 
626
For small molecules the effect of the dipole interaction is typically far more significant than for large 627 molecules (>500 Da) so that using drift gas modifiers or mixtures can be a powerful method to alter 628 selectivity (elution order of analytes). Indeed for small molecules such as amino acids the polarisabiity 629 has been found to be a critical factor affecting separation of analytes, whereas in large molecules the 
642
The use of vapour modifiers added to the drift gas in planar DMS-MS has been widely explored (e.g. 
652
The 'cluster/declustering effect' that addition of vapour modifier induces appears to have dramatic 
662
Changes to the temperature, composition (Beegle et al., 2001 ) and pressure of a single drift gas is 
665
shown in Figure 16 , results in excellent selectivity enhancements over single gas composition IMS
666
separations and demonstrates that this selectivity is tunable by altering the binary gas composition. 
676
IV. APPLICATIONS OF IMS AND IMS-MS SEPARATIONS IN SMALL
677
MOLECULE ANALYSIS
678
IMS has been investigated for the analysis of a wide range of small molecule applications including 
684
Here we outline some highlights of small molecule analysis using IMS-MS systems. 
A. Low abundance metabolite and small molecule identification using IMS-MS
701
The subsequent use of product ion mobility as a tool for assignment of positional isomers (Cuyckens 
708
B. Rapid, portable and sensitive analysis using miniaturisation of IMS and IMS-MS
709
One of the advantages of FAIMS is that it does not require complicated vacuum equipment or large
710
analyser tubes, thus it may be easily hyphenated to a portable mass spectrometer system (Manard et 
721
Nanotechnologies and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory.
722
C. Increased selectivity in ambient and surface analysis mass spectrometry using IMS-MS
723
The direct and rapid analysis of substances using ambient ionisation mass spectrometry sources 
732
The introduction of an additional IMS stage adds a further separation step to ambient mass 733 spectrometry analysis without the need for rigorous sample preparation. Indeed for most surface
734
analysis mass spectrometry methods the fact that the surface is sampled and ions are generated in a 
750
D. Chiral analysis using IMS-MS
751
A chiral modifier at 10 ppm of (S)-(+)-2-butanol was added to the buffer gas and enantiomers of a 
767
Chiral resolution using FAIMS-MS has also been reported for 6 pairs of amino acid enantiomers 
782
E. Resolution of isobars and isomers in complex mixtures using IMS-MS
783
Over 1100 metabolites were detected from methanolic extracts of 50 ul of blood samples including 
814
G. Rapid resolution of carbohydrate isomers using IMS-MS
815
Carbohydrate isomers including oligosaccharides are involved in numerous biological processes, 
850
These examples demonstrate the wide applicability of analyses in various types of formulation
851
illustrating that pre-treatment of samples is not required, rapid analyses can be conducted, whilst 852 maintaining reproducible and robust results.
853
I. Analysis of supramolecular complexes using IMS-MS
854
The syntheses of supramolecular complexes that possess photo-optical properties are desired for 
876
For III DT-IMS-MS measurements indicated two conformers which, in combination with DFT 
884
J. Hydration and desolvation of ligands and substrates
885
In drug design it is important to consider water molecules particularly in two situations:
886
(i) those water molecules that will be displaced during ligand binding in a receptor (Poornima 
887
and Dean, 1995), and
888
(ii) those water molecules that will be desolvated crossing the membrane environment.
890
Water in binding pockets in a receptor can provide surprising entropic and enthalpic contributions to 
896
Understanding membrane permeability is key to drug delivery and activity and is typically understood 
914
Hydration of small molecules has been studied for the phenyl acetylene ion, with stepwise hydration 915 energies of 39.7 ± 6.3 kJ mol -1 from n=1 to 7; the entropy change for step 7 is larger, indicating a 
923
The foregoing IMS-MS studies indicate hydration/desolvation studies of small molecule ions can 924 provide structural information in the gas phase, this may be relevant to: 
931
Other methods to measure the hydration of small drug-like molecules include infra-red data recorded 
933
always provided unambiguous data, possibly due to the lack of energy required for proton transfer.
934
The measurement of hydration/desolvation energies, described above, may provide a unique insight 935 into the energy landscape of hydration/desolvation by conducting measurements over a range of 936 temperatures.
937
V. OVERVIEW OF COLLISION CROSS-SECTION (CCS) MEASUREMENTS FOR SMALL
938
MOLECULES
940
In DT-IMS-MS and TWIMS-MS, larger ions (with a larger CCS) tend to migrate slower through the 941 gaseous medium in the IMS cell compared to smaller ions due to a higher number of collisions with 942 the gas molecules (typically an inert gas such as nitrogen). 
947
Understanding small molecule structure in the gas-phase may be advantageous for quality control or 
977
For protein structures there is now significant evidence that the gas-phase protein structure can 978 reflect the native state solution phase structure under certain carefully controlled conditions. There 
992
Measurements using IMS-MS may not be the same as NMR (which are subject to solvent effects) or 993
x-ray (which are subject to crystal lattice effects). In enzymes and membrane receptors, biomolecular 
1008
The illustration in Figure 30 shows examples of the protonated and deprotonated complexes, the 
1039
The two structures were separated well in the gas-phase TWIMS stage (FIGURE 33) and activation of 
1050
B. Measurement of collision cross-section (CCS) for small molecules using DT-IMS-MS
1051
The where Ω is the collision cross-section, ze is the ionic charge, N is the background gas number density,
1076
is the reduced mass of the ion-neutral pair, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the gas temperature and 
1078
C. Calculation of collision cross-section (CCS) for small molecules using TWIMS
1079
The measurement of CCS in TWIMS is not typically directly derived from the mobility of an ion (Giles 1080 et al., 2010) as the motion of the analyte in the travelling wave regime is complicated and, to date, is 1081 not fully understood. The TWIMS system is, therefore, usually calibrated using ions that have where Ω is the collision cross-section, k b is the Boltzmann constant, z is the ionic charge, e is the 1128 charge of an electron, N is the buffer gas density, T is the temperature of the buffer gas, P is the 1129 pressure of the buffer gas, E is the electric field, m I and m B are the masses of the ion and the buffer 1130 gas. The overtone IMS specific parameters include f which is the application frequency, h is the 1131 harmonic index, I t is the ion transmission length and I e is the ejection length.
1133
Reduced 
1236
VII. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
1237
The adoption of IMS-MS both for small molecule as well as large molecule applications is likely to 1238 continue strongly, assisted by rapid developments in IMS design that marries the two stages of IMS
1239
and MS and mitigates the challenges of ion efficiency and resolution that has hindered their 1240 combination.
1242
The resistive glass-IMS design recently invented to replace the traditional stacked-ring ion guides 
1253
MS by further hypenation.
1255
The adoption of IMS in hyphenated IMS-MS systems is continuing with important developments, for 
1272
Many chemical classes have been investigated using IMS and IMS-MS and some of the main 1273 publications are listed in Table 5 to direct the reader to more detail on those classes. 
1274
1281
IMS-MS types are listed in Table 6 for reference. 
1282
